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Abstract. Mutual occultations and eclipses of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter will occur in 2002–2003. This
paper provides predictions of these events as well as information useful for their observations. Such events are
uncommon, since they occur only every 6 years when the Earth and the Sun pass through the common orbital
plane of the Galilean satellites. Therefore, we encourage professional and amateur astronomers to join the networks
of observers in order to get as many observations as possible. Data on the predictions of the events are available
on the web server of the IMCCE (www.bdl.fr).
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1. Introduction

The mutual events of the Galilean satellites have been ex-
tensively observed since 1973. Improvements in detectors
have made the observations easier and studies have shown
the importance of the observations: high astrometric preci-
sion of the relative positions of the involved satellites and
information on the surfaces of the satellites themselves
may be deduced from the observations. Having observa-
tions over long periods of time increases the possibility of
obtaining results on the variations of surface aspects and
also may allow the determination of the acceleration of Io
and the other satellites. This encourages us to continue
the observations and to predict these events.

2. The mutual events

2.1. Occurrence of the events

Since the Galilean satellites have their orbits almost in
the same plane, mutual events occur regularly when the
Earth (for the occultations) and the Sun (for the eclipses)
pass through the orbital plane of the satellites. This plane
corresponds closely to the equatorial plane of Jupiter.
This occurrence takes place at the “equinox” on Jupiter,
i.e. when the jovicentric declination of the Sun (and the
Earth, which appears to be close to the Sun as seen
from Jupiter) are near zero. Figure 1 shows the vari-
ation of these jovicentric declinations: the best periods
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for large, deep, mutual events appear to be January and
June 2003 for the occultations and March 2003 for the
eclipses. Fortunately, the opposition of Jupiter with the
Sun occurs in February 2003, allowing observations from
November 2002 to June 2003.

2.2. Nature of the events

The description of the mutual eclipses and occulta-
tions have been made in a previous paper, especially
in technical notes made for the occurrence of the 1997
events, available on the web site of IMCCE at the ad-
dress http://www.bdl.fr/phemu97 eng.html or in Arlot
(1999).

The occultations consist of the arrival of the disk of
the occulting satellite on that of the occulted satellite.
Therefore, the amount of light received by a terrestrial
observer decreases and increases during the event. The
eclipses correspond to the arrival of the eclipsed satellite
in the shadow cone of the eclipsing satellite. In that case,
only the eclipsed satellite may be observed, leading, in
some cases, to a total eclipse (the complete disappearance
of the eclipsed satellite). During the occurrence of the mu-
tual events, the magnitude of the events will be small at
the beginning and the end of the period (the jovicentric
declinations of the Earth and the Sun are not yet zero
and the satellites are not exactly on the same line as seen
from the Earth (or the Sun). Contrarily, the magnitude
of the events will be larger for the zero value of the jovi-
centric declination of the Earth and the Sun. Observers
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Fig. 1. Jovicentric declination of the Earth (Terre) and the
Sun (Soleil).

should be aware that the signal/noise ratio will be larger
for deep phenomena.

3. The predictions for 2002–2003

3.1. The model used for the predictions

The prediction of the events requires the use of an ac-
curate model of the motion of the Galilean satellites. In
fact, the occurrence of the events is very sensitive to the
small inclinations of the orbits of the Galilean satellites
to the equatorial plane of Jupiter, which corresponds to
the mean orbital plane of the Galilean satellites. Because
of that, a difference of a few tenths of an arcsecond in
the relative positions of the Galilean satellites may affect
whether the event will occur or not. Therefore, we use one
of the most accurate ephemerides based upon the theory
of Sampson (1921), improved by Lieske (1977), and us-
ing the constants calculated by myself (Arlot 1982). This
model, named G-5, is the one used for the ephemerides
available on the web site of the IMCCE at the address:
http://www.bdl.fr/ephem/ephesat/satformbis eng.html.

The calculations for the prediction of the events dif-
fer for the occultations and for the eclipses. For the oc-
cultations, we determinate the time of the first contact,
maximum and last contact of the two disks of the satel-
lites as seen from the Earth. For the eclipses, we do not
consider that they are occultations as seen from the Sun
because of the light-time. Therefore, we calculate the first
and last contact of the eclipsed satellite with the penum-
bral and umbral cones and the minimum distance to the
axis of the cones. The relative positions of the cones and
the satellites are calculated carefully taking into account
the light-time. In some cases, the relative velocity of the
two satellites or of the eclipsed satellite with reference to
the cones is very small, or has non linear variations. This
induces some errors in the times of the beginning and end
of these events.

3.2. The data

The predicted mutual events are available with this
paper in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous

ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/383/719

and also on the web site of the IMCCE at the address:
http://www.bdl.fr/ephem/ephesat/phenomena eng.html.
Table 1 provides the data detailed below and the printed
Table 1 presents an example of the data for several days
in February, 2003.

Columns 1, 2, 3: date of the maximum of the event.
Columns 4, 5, 6: nature of the event: 1 OCC 2 means

that satellite 1 occults satellite 2, 3 ECL 4 means that
satellite 3 eclipses satellite 4, etc.

Column 7: P stands for partial, A for annular, T for
total and blank means eclipse by the penumbra.

Columns 8, 9, 10: (only for eclipses): hour, min, s in
UTC of the beginning of the eclipse by the penumbra.

Columns 11, 12, 13: hour, min, s in TT of the be-
ginning of the eclipse by the shadow or beginning of the
occultation.

Columns 14, 15, 16: (only for total events) hour, min,
s in UTC of the beginning of totality.

Columns 17, 18, 19: hour, min, s in TT of the maxi-
mum of the event.

Columns 20, 21, 22: (only for total events) hour, min,
s in UTC of the end of totality.

Columns 23, 24, 25: hour, min, s in TT of the end of
the eclipse by the shadow or end of the occultation.

Columns 26, 27, 28: (only for eclipses): hour, min, s in
TT of the end of the eclipse by the penumbra.

Columns 29: flux drop (if 0, grazing event with a very
small signal to be detected; if 1, total event with a large
signal easy to detect).

Column 30: duration of the event in seconds; no dura-
tion is indicated for grazing events.

Column 31: apparent distance from the occulted or
eclipsed satellite to the center of Jupiter in jovian radii.

Column 32: impact parameter in arcsec.
The dates are provided in Terrestrial Time (TT) since the
UTC for this period is not yet available. The difference
TT – UTC will, however, be near 65 s in 2003. Note that
observations will be recorded referred to UTC.

Note that, in the list of events in Table 1, three events
present two minima in the predicted light curves, because
of the length of these events and of the changing velocity
of the satellites during the events:
on December 20, 2002, J2 occults J1 with a first minimum
distance at 21h 40m and a second one at 22h 57m; also
on June 22, 2003, J3 occults J1 with a first minimum at
9h 45m and a second one at 11h 19m and in 2003, August
25/26, J3 occults J2 from 20h 03m on Aug. 25 to 1h 16m
on Aug. 26 with two minima, the first one at 20h 54m on
June 25 and the second one at 0h 18m on Aug. 26.

Note also that the flux drop is calculated for uniform
disks for any wavelength. The reduction of the observed
light-curves should take into account the different param-
eters of reflectivity of the ground depending on the wave-
lengths used for the observations.
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Table 1. Mutual events occurring during the 2002–2003 period: example of data from the table available in electronic form
at the CDS or at ftp://ftp.bdl.fr/pub/ephem/satel/phemu03/phemu03liste eng.txt.

col. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

2003 2 20 1 ECL 2 P 16 26 38 16 27 44 16 28 52 16 30 0 16 31 7 .604 136 .9 .330

2003 2 20 1 OCC 2 P 15 48 32 15 50 21 15 52 9 .381 217 1.3 .183

2003 2 20 4 ECL 2 P 14 23 58 14 28 19 14 28 33 14 28 50 14 33 8 .543 32 2.3 .462

2003 2 20 4 OCC 2 T 12 16 25 12 18 56 12 19 34 12 20 13 12 22 44 .295 379 3.7 .089

2003 2 22 2 OCC 1 21 24 22 .000 0 6.8 1.11

2003 2 22 2 ECL 1 22 15 12 .000 0 6.1 1.04

During the 2002–2003 event season, 581 events have
been predicted. Not all of them are observable: some will
remain grazing with no detectable signal, some will oc-
cur behind Jupiter or during an eclipse by the planet and
some will be difficult to observe because of the conjunc-
tion of Jupiter with the Sun. In the next subsections, we
will provide more information on the visibility and on the
observability of these events.

3.3. The visibility of the events

Since they occur anytime and since their duration is, usu-
ally, only a few minutes long, the events are observable
only from selected sites where Jupiter is visible. The dec-
lination of Jupiter during the occurrence of the mutual
events will be near +17 degrees. Therefore, the observa-
tions will be easier in the northern hemisphere. Table 2
provides the number of events observable from some se-
lected sites around the world. We considered that an event
is observable when the Sun is more than 10 degrees under
the horizon and Jupiter is more than 15 degrees above the
horizon. Table 3 provides the number of events depending
on several criteria. Note that grazing events may be ob-
servable or not because of the sensitivity of these events to
the inclinations of the orbital planes of the satellites. We
considered that an event is grazing only when its observ-
ability depends on the possible error in the ephemerides.
So, if a signal is detected during such an event, one will get
valuable information. Note also that the total or annular
events will present light curves with a flat step allowing the
analysis of the scattering law of the light on the surfaces
of the satellites. Short events or faint events (the magni-
tude of which being less than ten percent) will be difficult
to catch because of the low signal to noise ratio, and ob-
servers will need near perfect photometric conditions. The
long events (one hour or more) are interesting too, but the
observers must take into account the changing elevation of
Jupiter on the sky: the event must end before Jupiter sets.
The observers may be aware that the predicted times may
have an error of a few minutes in some cases, even if they
are within a few seconds most of the time. This difference
between the observation and the prediction contains in-
formation relevant to improving the theoretical models of
the motions of the satellites. Therefore, the observations

Table 2. Visibility of the mutual events depending on the site
of observation.

Observatory (1) (2)

Alma-Ata (Kazakstan) 150 49

Nankin (China) 148 50

Mitaka (Japan) 147 47

Pic du Midi (France) 140 43

Kiev (Ukraine) 138 41

Kavalur (India) 137 47

Bucarest (Romania) 137 47

Paris (France) 136 43

Pico Veleta (Spain) 136 41

Canarian Islands (Spain) 136 40

Stuttgart (Germany) 134 40

Catania (Italy) 134 40

Haute-Provence (France) 133 40

Mc Donald (USA) 132 41

Uccle (Belgium) 132 39

Torino (Italy) 132 38

Barcelona (Spain) 132 38

Washington DC (USA) 131 39

Mauna Kea, Hawaii (USA) 130 38

Edmonton (Canada) 129 41

Topeka Kansas (USA) 126 41

Itajuba (Brazil) 109 30

Johannesburg (South Africa) 106 34

ESO (Chile) 97 32

Siding Spring (Australia) 95 32

(1): All events, even grazing.
(2): Events easily observable magnitude larger than 20 percent
occurring far from Jupiter.

must start at least 10 min before the predicted beginning
and must be referred to UTC within one tenth of a second.

Information on the visibility of the events from any
site of observation is provided on the web site of IMCCE
at the address given below.
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Table 3. Distribution of the events.

Dates number of events

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

2002 October 9 1 1 0 3 0 9 67

November 28 2 0 7 7 7 21 93

December 64 5 14 10 32 10 54 123

2003 January 89 6 8 29 39 27 62 157

February 56 4 18 8 36 24 32 169

March 68 1 15 24 39 49 19 136

April 63 2 9 22 32 45 18 105

May 52 3 10 10 33 26 26 78

June 65 3 5 15 23 21 44 54

July 35 6 10 10 17 4 31 31

August 47 0 8 28 27 22 25 9

September 13 1 0 3 5 8 5 14

(1): Total number of events; (2): number of grazing events; (3): number of total or annular events; (4): number of events the
duration of which is more than 20 s and less than 1200 s; (5): number of partial events the magnitude of which is more than
20 percent; (6): number of eclipses; (7): number of occultations; (8): mean distance Sun-Jupiter in degrees.

4. The observation of the mutual events

4.1. The receptors

The observation of the mutual events consists of the
recording of the light flux as a function of time using a
photometric receptor. At the present time, CCDs are the
most common detectors used for this type of observation:

– the speed of the acquisition of the images allows the
recording of at least 3 images per second (for short
events);

– each image can be dated in UTC within an accuracy of
0.1 s in order to get an astrometric accuracy of 1 kilo-
meter for the relative position of the satellites.

Video cameras may also be used, thanks to the brightness
of the satellites. However, be sure to record the UTC time
on each image. The advantage of two-dimensional recep-
tors is the possibility to get several satellites in the field.
This will help for the photometric reduction, as we will
see in the next paragraph, “Calibration”.

Other types of detectors may be used, such as single
channel photoelectric photometers for fast photometry in
several spectral bands.

Photographic or visual observations should be avoided
because of the poor photometric accuracy. In fact, only
long events may be recorded using the photographic tech-
nique. Visual observations of deep events not longer than
10 min should be made only in cases of failure of electronic
receptors!

Technical notes on the use of several types of detectors
are available by request from the author or on the web
server of IMCCE at the address given below.

4.2. The calibration

Most of time, the raw light-curves are difficult to analyse
without a specific photometric reduction. Since we need
only relative photometry (the recorded magnitude drop is
measured referred to the magnitude of the satellites before
and after the event). However, it is important to record
a reference object not affected by the event at the same
time. Using a two-dimensional receptor will allow the ob-
server to simultaneously record the satellites involved in
the event, and another satellite not involved, with con-
stant brightness. Only for long events will it be useful to
take into account the rotation of the satellites. A two-
dimensional detector will also record the sky background
simultaneously. Then, the reduction will easily solve the
problems related to light clouds or to the variation of the
elevation of the observed bodies in the sky, as well as to
the brightness of the sky background before sunrise or af-
ter sunset. If using a single channel receptor, the observer
will need to alternatively record the sky background and
a reference object either during the event for a long event
(more than 20 min) or just before and after the event for
a short event.

4.3. The PHEMU03 campaign of observations

In order to optimize the observations and to catch the
maximum number of phenomena, we propose to organize
a campaign of observations for the coordination of the ob-
serving sites. Such campaigns, organized in the past, al-
lowed publication of a very complete catalogue of data
such as in Arlot et al. (1997) for the 1991 occurrence
and in Arlot et al. (2001, in preparation) and Emelianov
et al. (2000) for the 1997 occurrence. The reader is
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encouraged to join our campaign of observations, to con-
tact the author at arlot@bdl.fr and to get information
on the campaign of observations from the web address
www.bdl.fr/phemu03 eng.html.

5. The interest of the observations

5.1. Astrometry of the Galilean Satellites

The goal of the observation of the mutual phenomena of
the Galilean Satellites of Jupiter is to obtain astrometric
data leading to relative positions of the satellites with high
accuracy. Observations of the mutual events have been
shown to be more accurate than photographic or CCD
ones. The measurement of the magnitude drop at the time
of the minimum distance corresponds to the measurement
of this minimum distance. Thanks to the absence of an
atmosphere on the satellites, the observations are more
interesting than thoses of the eclipses by Jupiter because
of the sharpness of the light curves. Eclipse observations
lead to relative positions determined within an accuracy
of 1000 km, photographic or CCD positions within 500 km
and mutual events within 200 km. This accuracy for the
mutual events may be improved to 30 km using a more
sophisticated reduction involving surface reflectivity.

Such observed positions help to fit the dynamical mod-
els of the motions of the satellites. Their accuracy allows
a better determination of the eccentricities which should
constrain the model of tidal effects on Io and Europe and
the model of the interior of these satellites. Also, these
observations allow detection of non-gravitational forces,
especially for Io, through the determination of an acceler-
ation. Space probes have made some precise observations
during a too short interval of time to be able to deter-
mine an acceleration. For that, we need accurate observa-
tions over a long interval of time as provided by the mu-
tual events. The first modern observations of these events
started in 1973, providing us with thirty years of data nec-
essary in order to measure an acceleration in the motion
of the satellites.

5.2. Planetology: Analysis of the surfaces

Looking for a better reduction of the mutual phenomena,
Vasundhara et al. (1996) demonstrated that a new reduc-
tion considering that the satellites are not uniform disks
may help to improve the accuracy of the data. Surface
effects were suspected to be non-negligible when observing
the mutual events presenting light curves with an asym-
metrical aspect. Taking into account the surface effects
for the reduction allows the determination of unknowns

related to to planetologic parameters such as the porosity
and the rugosity of the surfaces of the satellites them-
selves, implying different scattering laws affecting the ob-
served light curves. Moreover, the observations in infrared
wavelengths allow detection of volcanos and hot spots on
the surface of the satellite Io, and measurement of their
activity at the time of the observation (Descamps et al.
1992). A further publication will provide the dates of oc-
cultations of the main hotspots on Io.

6. Conclusion

The occurrence of the mutual events in 2002–2003 is par-
ticularly favorable because of the opposition of Jupiter
when the mutual events are the most numerous (i.e., when
the jovicentric declination of the Sun and the Earth is at a
minimum). Furthermore, the declination of Jupiter itself
at the date of the events will be around +17 degrees, very
favorable for observation from most of the observatories
around the world.

We encourage observers to make the most of obser-
vations during this occurrence in order to complete the
collections of data gathered since 1973. Thirty years of
such accurate data will allow a major improvement in the
ephemerides of the Galilean Satellites.
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